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ERAU partners with local middle school
Donation goes
to math and
science
Jordan Clancy
Staff Reporter

Seeking to spark the interest of local minorities in science and math, Embry-Riddle

Aeronautical University has
partnered with Campbell Middle
School of Daytona Beach, in
what has been called by many
a long-term investment. A winwin situation for both parties, the
program was launched Tuesday,
Oct. 2. Piloting Your Future
through Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics
(S.T.E.M.), integrates the science
and math one would typically see
at Embry-Riddle with the curriculum of Campbell’s 286 sixth
graders.

“This partnership was born
out off Embry-Riddle’s need to
diversify our student population,”
Embry-Riddle President Dr. John
Johnson told The Avion.
Filled with motivation and
innovation the day included
remarks by Johnson and Dr.
Margaret Smith, superintendent
of Volusia County Schools. Hot
air balloons, polymer slime and
Airzooka’s were on display for
the students to observe firsthand
what tools they would be using
in the near future. The activities

of the day focused on learning
more about science and mathematics and the joys that come
with studying a related degree.
Motivating the audience to
dream big was Jamail Larkins,
an Embry-Riddle alumni and
aerobatic pilot. Larkins, a former guest of David Letterman
and creator of the DreamLaunch
Tour, spoke of his life and love
for aviation and aerospace, entertaining the audience with videos
of aerobatic flying.
“(The students) need to see

people who have excelled in
science and math, like Jamail
Larkins,” Smith said.
The partnership includes
$33,000 in seed money donated
by Embry-Riddle, characterized by all as a small amount
of money with a big return on
investment.
“This is an investment in
human potential,” Johnson told
The Avion.
In the future, the students will
be visiting Kennedy Space Center,
competing in a Science Olympiad

at local, state and national levels,
and participating in a rocket day,
during which Campbell students
will use Embry-Riddle’s flight
simulators and laboratories.
Former Embry-Riddle president Jack Hunt coined the phrase
“To others; the skies the limit,
to us; it’s the beginning.” The
implementation of this program
encourages the bright young
minds at Campbell Middle
School to remember Hunt’s sentiments through the Embry-Riddle
motto and truth..

Touch-NGo unveils
upcoming
events
Mijeong Yoon
Comics Editor
Touch-N-Go Productions (TNG) is the
student-run entertainment division of the
Student Government. They use the latest
technology and equipment available to produce events which are free for students.
Similar to any other organization on campus,
being part of TNG helps instill leadership,
friendship, working with a group and learning to work hard while enjoying the benefits
of “working behind the scenes.” However,
unlike other organizations, TNG members
also partake in security, stage production
and lighting, hospitality for entertainers and
planning for events to come while learning
to budget everything.
So far this year, students, faculty and
staff alike have enjoyed the Luau with the
Polynesian Dancers, watched movies on
the West Lawn, laughed at comedians Alex
McHale and Vic Henley, been hypnotized
by Tom DeLuca, gambled for prizes during
Monte Carlo night with Lambda Chi and
enjoyed an outdoor obstacle course with
smoothies from Smoothie King, all paid for
by TNG. There have also been weekly movies in the IC Auditorium and several other
events throughout the campus.
According to TNG’s Chairperson, Mark
Mebert, with their door2door campaign, the
attendance at all the events has been phenomenal. For example, due to the high attendance the Luau, some students had to be kept
outside the building per fire code regulation.
Monte Carlo had double the attendance of
last year.
This is just the beginning. Upcoming
events include: an illusionist Mike Super
on Oct. 10 at 8 p.m. in the Student Center, a
Monday Night Football with Phi Delta Theta
on Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. on the West Lawn and
the returning of Clearly You Crystals due to
popular demand on Oct. 22 and 23 from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. on the Flight Deck.
During Homecoming, TNG will be showing “The Simpsons, the Movie” outdoors on
Nov. 7 at 8 p.m. on the West Lawn, producing the Talent Show on Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. in
the Student Center, hosting a Tailgate Party
immediately following the parade in the
ICI Parking Lot on Nov. 9 and a Big Show
Comedian on Nov. 10 at 8 p.m. in the ICI
Center.
Nearing the end of the semester, TNG
will have C. L. Lindsey, a Facebook and
Myspace expert, so anybody that has either
should attend on Nov. 27 at 8 p.m. in the
Student Center. As finals loom
Please see “TNG,” page A2
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THE ICE HOCKEY CLUB played their first home game of the season at the Arctic Zone in South Daytona last Friday. The team faced tough
opponents in the University of Florida and ended up with a 4-6 loss. Tim Hollenshade led the squad with two goals and put on a show for
the jam packed crowd. The hockey team will be back in action this weekend, playing games on Friday, Oct. 12 and Saturday, Oct. 13.
Stefanie Thaxton
Guest Reporter
ERAU’s hockey team came on
strong for the masses of fans that
turned out to support them at the
Artic Zone Ice Rink on Friday.
The Eagles ended up falling to the
University of Florida’s Gators 4-6
after showing lots of promise two
weeks ago at a ranking tournament
in Birmingham, AL where the team
beat No. 3 ranked GA Tech (5-3),
Vanderbilt University (3-2), and
narrowly lost to the University of
Alabama (4-5) in the last three minutes.
Tim Hollenshade delighted the
crowd with two goals in the first four
minutes of play, assisted by George
Seel. Humble Hollenshade stated

that “It’s our job (as upperclassmen)
to set the tone for all of the other
guys.” Unfortunately, 30 seconds
later, UF scored the first of their six
consecutive goals. Tim Walsh commented, “Everyone was so pumped
up…but then the Gators scored, and
then again, and again, and again, and
finally we realized we were still in a
game, but we had fallen behind.” Big
man on campus, Bryan Dietz replied
by scoring Riddle’s other two goals,
with an assist from Jim Wilson, both
in the third period and the final one
in the last 30 seconds.
To add to the already electrified
atmosphere, Walsh was ejected from
the game to thunderous applause
by the fans for fighting in the last
minute. He will be required to sit
the bench for the first of two home
games against Florida Gulf Coast

University this coming weekend.
When asked about the incident, he
replied: “Basically, I let my emotions get the better of me. I had just
missed a goal and was down about
that, and then (the Gator) and I had
it out in the corner.”
Things are looking up, though,
with plenty of talent and experience
to go around. Dietz described the
newer additions to the team as “a
large, talented freshman class that
show dedication” and Jim Wilson
played semi-pro for the Texas
Tornadoes, even going to Europe to
play before donning the Eagles uniform. Practices consist of about 30
players, but only 20 players and two
goalies are allowed by the American
Collegiate Hockey Association
(ACHA) to dress. The Eagles will
be depending on their pool of

expertise with Walsh benched and
Alex Almonte out with an injured
shoulder, but Kyle Tomasino will
be returning from the bench this
weekend.
Hollenshade stated that “Florida
Gulf Coast University is always one
of the best teams in the league…
(but) we can beat any team when
we show up to play. You just have
to go in with 100 percent effort and
see where you wind up at the end of
the game.” Walsh added that “It’s
definitely going to be a good game –
definitely a challenge for us.”
Finally, everyone wanted to send
out a huge “Thank You” to all of the
fans for their support. Dietz thinks,
“It’s very cool to see all the passion
that EmbryPlease see “HOCKEY,” page A4

Student Government teams up with Daytona Beach
Bryan Dietz
SGA Representative
The City of Daytona Beach
and the Embry-Riddle Student
Government Association (SGA)
are teaming up to improve the
campus and the Daytona Beach
area. These improvements
include possible internships
for engineering and business
students, helping with projects
such as the Clyde Morris Bike

Lane and planning for the future
of the Daytona Beach area.
After a strong year of finalizing
successful programs on-campus
such as the Safe Ride program,
the Orlando Shuttle program,
campus cleanups, free coffee
and improving campus food,
the SGA is reaching out to the
City of Daytona in a cooperative effort.
SGA officials meet with city
commissioners biweekly at
the public City Hall meetings
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and monthly with the Daytona
City Manager and the Mayor.
“These meetings are a great
way to let city officials know
what is happening on campus,”
said SGA Vice President Ryan
Hattan, “as well as making sure
the students’ needs are being
voiced to the city officials.”
Many of the ways of voicing
the views of students are at City
Vision meetings, which plan
the course of Daytona Beach
in the coming decades. From

“

These meetings
are a great way
to let city officials
know what is happening on campus
-RYAN HATTAN

”

those meetings, come development ideas in the area such
as the new $437 million, 1.2
million square-foot entertainment complex across from the
racetrack that feature offices, hotels, restaurants, shops
and housing. The complex
will begin construction early
next year. Another discussion
involves public transportation
options to serve students who
may not want to drive or do not
have access to cars. Needs and

Freshman Elina
Johansson nets her
15th goal of the
season.

50 years since
Sputnik changed
the world.

Halloween Horror
Nights opens its
doors to mixed
reviews.

Sports, A4

Space, A11

Entertainment, B1

comments such as this are taken
with an action plan directly to
Commissioner Dwayne Taylor.
Plans are in the works to
arrange internships for students
in the Daytona area. Daytona
Beach has a wide variety of
opportunities, from engineering
projects to business relations.
The SGA is working with city
engineers to arrange semester
projects such as solving
Please see “SGA,” page A8
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Success speaker divulges secrets
Ren Xun Kwok

Staff Reporter
The First Generation Club,
the Diversity Club and the
Alumni Programs networked
for almost two years and
finally brought in the inspiring
motivational speaker, Patrick
Combs to the IC Auditorium
last Wednesday.
His book, “Major In Success”
was first published in 1994 and
since then has been through
five editions and sold over
120,000 copies national wide.
His success as a motivational
speaker earned him three nominations as the Speaker of the
Year; he was inducted into the
Motivational Speaker’s Hall
of Fame and appeared on TV
when Barbara Walters of ABC
interviewed him.
Combs spent more than 90
minutes delivering, in his own
refreshing and entertaining
way, his secrets to success to
the fully seated auditorium.
He shared with the audience
insights on the ultimate college
success and gave vivid examples and demonstrated that
everyone can find what you
love doing and make money
doing what you love. Combs
encouraged creative thinking
and keep the audience on their
feet by asking them questions
and got everyone to participated in critical thinking activities.
One of the two highlights of
the night was when he showed
everyone how fast and easy

it was for employers to weed
through resumes. After showing how easy it was to be
eliminated, he delivered what
he had promised and shared
the secrets of adding to your
resumes. Included in the list
are, “extra homework” that
is not assigned in class, and
“internships,
internships,
internships.” He believes by
asking yourself “What you
your gifts and how fast can

you give away that gift to others” will show you the way on
your search to what you want
in live.
Later on in his presentation,
he showed how easy life could
be in college when you seek
help from your advisors. His
simple demonstration of inflating an eight-foot long plastic balloon the traditional way
was related to going through
college alone, without seeking

the help of your advisor. He
then held out the deflated balloon at arms’ length and gently
blew into the large open end
and filled up the same balloon
instantaneou*sly. This, he said,
“is how easy going through
life in college can be when you
seek help from your advisor.”
The highlight came when he
tried to explain the mechanics on how and why it was
easier inflating the balloon in

this manner and someone from
the audience made the whole
auditorium roar into laughter:
“Mr. Combs, we all know how
it works; we’re engineers.”
Speaking to The Avion after
his book-signing session, he
brought up the incident and
said, “I had genuinely had an
awesome time talking here;
your students kept me entertained.” When asked about his
impression of Embry-Riddle

students, Combs feels that they
are “open to having a good
time, and are both passionate
and earnest in their ambition.”
He left this for the students
who were unable to make it
to his presentation: “To the
degree you are clear on what
you what in live, to the degree
that it will show up. Most
people do not get what they
want in life because they do
not know what they want.”

National Business Aircraft Association Conference

“TNG”

from FRONT

once again, TNG’s Stress Relief
Day, held every semester, will be
on Dec. 6 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on the Flight Deck.
The fun doesn’t stop just
because the semester is over.
According to Mebert, some
TNG members, along with Amy
Vaughn and Aaron Clevenger
from Student Activities, went to a
regional National Association of
Campus Activities (NACA) convention this semester. The group
attends the NACA convention to
form ideas of which entertainers
to bring the following semester. So far, the tentative spring
2008 schedule includes Bonk, a
really funny game show on Jan.
15; Natalie Stoval and her band
(country/rock) on Jan. 29; comedians Jay Black and Louis Ramey
on Feb. 27; and comedian Na’Im
Lynn on Mar. 28 along with the
Animal Show and Casino Night
which is held every semester.
Becoming a member of TNG
is simple: attend their meeting
on Thursday at 7 p.m. in the
Endeavor Conference room and
fill out an information sheet about
you. Becoming an active member takes little more effort than
attending at least half of all meetings and events scheduled for the
semester.
Lastly, if organizations are
interested in renting TNG’s services equipment, or for general
questions regarding the organization, visit www.touch-n-go.org,
email office@touch-n-go.org,
call 226-6047, or stop by TNG’s
office in Student Center room
107.

PHOTO COURTESY MICHELE SUMMERS

STUDENTS ATTENDED THE NATIONAL Business Aircraft Association (NBAA) Conference in Atlanta last week. The students above received
scholarships totaling $17,500. Pictured above from left to right is Alexandra Luz Salinas, Daniel Demmery, Hilary Greenfield, Stephen Hale and
two representatives from the NBAA.

Speaker conveys his passion for flying
Ren Xun Kwok

Staff Reporter
Robert Gandt, an aviator,
adventurer and writer, shared
his passion and love for flying and writing with a full
capacity crowd in A-109 last
Friday. The audience, made
up of both students and faculty who shared either or both
of these interests, received an
insightful hour-long presentation and got to pick his brain
during a question and answer
session.
Gandt has truly had a magnificent career; he received
his wings at age 20 and was

briefly the youngest aviator in
the United States Navy. While
sharing his illustrious service
with the audience, Gandt said,
“As a defender of the free
world, I was entrusted to carry
around a nuclear weapon, but
I could not order a beer at the
bar.” This casual remark sent
the audience into laughter. His
naval aviaton career gave him
over 300 carrier landings and
nearly 2,000 hours in the A-4
Skyhawk.
Gandt told the audience
that his motivation for joining the commercial flying sector was when his commanding
officer told him jokingly one
day, “Gandt, you are the lazi-

est naval officer I know and
you will be perfect as a commercial pilot.” Following his
commanding officer’s lead, he
joined Pan American World
Airways (Pan Am) and flew
around the world for the next
26 years. It was during this
time, the pilot and the writer
met.
Among the many books he
has written, “SkyGod” was
named in the Reader’s Digest
book club and translated into
several languages. Another
book, “Bogey’s and Bandits,”
on top of having being translated, was also adapted into
the 22-episode CBS series
“Pensacola: Wings Of Gold.”
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Get to Know: Heather Brees
Cashier and Deli Assistant
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Apollo Hall Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

Compiled by Jordan Clancy

Where you are from?
Port Orange, Florida
Why did you take this
position? I like working
with people
What scares you? I am
afraid of death because
I don’t want to die in a
painful way
Favorite band/musical
artist? Usher, because I
like the song “Burn”
JORDAN CLANCY/AVION
First thought when
you wake up: I have a
lot, but I always wonder if my family is okay
Thing you hate most about Daytona Beach: I don’t
like how there is nothing to do, no amusement parks or
anything
Something you must do or accomplish before you
die: I want to get through college and have a family of
my own
What’s in your freezer right now? I have Bread,
frozen water bottles and vegetables
Store you would choose to max out a credit card: I
would max it out at Hot Topic, buy some skirts, baggy
pants and necklaces that are cool.
Favorite holiday: Halloween, because you get to
scare people and not get in trouble for it while dressing
up like whatever you want
Favorite food: Anything Mexican
What do you do on the weekends? I work here at
Riddle and hang out with my friends at the beach and
our houses
Song you would sing for karaoke: “Freak Me,” by
Silk because I like the rhythm of it and the words.
Worst nightmare during childhood: Are the cops
coming to get me!
What color crayon would you be? Blue because I
like the color of the sky and think it’s a very soothing
color.
If you could pick any animal, regardless of habitat
to have as a pet what would it be? I would want a
monkey because they are like a little kid. They hold your
hand and hold onto you and are not very aggressive.
Pet peeve: People that wear sandals and drag their
feet.
Place you want to go or live: Spain, because I have
seen pictures and I want to see if that’s how it really
looks.
Pick one word to sum up your life: Exciting
If you could have dinner with one person in history,
who would it be? Princess Diana, because she was very
caring and a lot like me.
One thing you want to tell Riddle kids/advice: My
teacher once told me to “Go for what you want, achieve
it, and don’t let anything get in your way.”

PETER RICHARDSON/AVION

A RIBBON-CUTTING CEREMONY was held on Wednesday for the newest addition to the resident hall community, Apollo Hall. Refreshments were served and tours were given in the 61,367 square foot building. Apollo Hall is
now home to 256 sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

‘Why We Fight’ speaker coming
Stefanie Thaxton
Guest Reporter

The first in the Distinguished
Speaker Series sponsored by
the Honors Program will present on Tuesday, October 16th
at 7 p.m. in the Lemerand
Auditorium in the Willie
Miller Instructional Center.
Eugene Jarecki will be speaking on the topic of his 2005
Sundance Film Festival Grand
Jury Award winning documen-

tary “Why We Fight,” based
on former-President Dwight
D.
Eisenhower’s
warning to the American public
against the unchecked rise
in power in the “military/
industrial complex” in his
1961 Farewell Address to the
Nation.
The film itself will be
shown in the IC Auditorium
this Thursday, Oct. 11 at 7
p.m. To view a trailer, visit
www.sonyclassics.com/whywefight/. Enter into the web-

Advertisement

site to see Eisenhower’s
Farewell Address, an old
Red Scare commercial, personal accounts, and little
known facts about the Defense
Budget. Owen Gleiberman
from Entertainment Weekly
states the film is “Nimble and
brilliant. I defy anyone to not
be staggered by it.”
Jarecki has been interviewed
on such television shows as
“The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart,” “FOX News,”
“CNN,” “PBS,” “Charlie

Rose,” “BBC World,” as well
as featured in the “New York
Times,” the “New Yorker,”
the “Village Voice,” “Vanity
Fair,” “Newsday,” and the
“Financial Times.” He will
be speaking openly about the
topic of the film and the pro
cess
of
making
it.
Seeing
the
documentary is not required to attend
the lecture, but it is recommended. Visit the website for
more information about the
movie.
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Johansson nets four; women take two
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info.
LAKE WALES, Fla. –
Freshman Elina Johansson
continued to climb the Eagles’
all-time charts as she scored
four goals in Embry-Riddle’s
5-0 conference win over Warner
Southern on Tuesday. The vic-

tory moves the Eagles into
third place in the Florida Sun
Conference at 2-1 (4-6 overall),
while the Royals fall to 4-6
overall and 0-3 in league play.
ERAU dominated the offense
from the first whistle, outshooting the Royals 11-1 in the first
half and 27-8 in the match.
“It was nice to see some
success on the offensive end of

the field after feeling like we
were a bit unfortunate in the
last game or two” head coach
Samantha Baggett said following the match. “Elina had some
good finishes, but several teammates worked hard to create
those opportunities. I was also
really pleased with the work
rate of Val and Chloe up top in
the second half. A credit goes

to our defense and Steph Taylor
for earning the shutout as well.
Warner was an organized team
and kept battling until the last
minute. It’s a good result heading into our game vs. Thomas at
home on Friday.”
Johansson’s first goal came
in the 11th minute when she
rocketed a shot from 25 yards
out into the upper left corner for
a 1-0 Eagle lead.
The second goal came with
13 minutes remaining in the first
half. Chloe Cowart received the
ball with her back to goal at the
top of the 18-yard box and laid
it back to Johansson who rifled
her second goal of the match
past Warner Southern goalkeeper Cyndee Casen.
After receiving another pass
from Cowart, Johansson dribbled around three Royal defenders and drilled home her third
goal of the match in the 54th
minute.
In the 65th minute, Johansson
earned a free kick after being
brought down five yards outside
the penalty box. She took the
ensuing free kick and lifted a
shot over the six-man Warner
Southern wall and into the
upper right corner to make the
score 4-0.

Val Rogers got her name on
the score sheet with 17 minutes
left on the clock after picking
up a loose ball off a Kristen
Phelps cross.
Senior Stephanie Taylor
earned the shutout with three
saves on the night, while Casen
and Julia Valentine split time in
the Warner Southern nets with
seven and two saves, respectively.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. –
The Embry-Riddle women’s
soccer team scored two goals in
the first half of play to win their
second match in a row with a
3-1 win over Thomas (Ga.) on
Friday. The win improved the
Eagles’ overall record to 5-6,
while the Nighthawks fell to
3-6-1 on the year.
The Eagles’ first goal came
off the boot of Chloe Cowart.
Elina Johansson played a ball in
to Cowart who took
advantage of her point blank
position in front of the goal to
net her third goal of the season
and put the Eagles up 1-0.
The second goal of the match
was somewhat special for the
Blue and Gold. Junior Amanda
Diego played a ball into twin

sister Jessica who slotted home
the second goal of her career.
Jessica’s first goal was also
against Thomas back on Aug.
28, 2005, and Friday’s match
marked the first time there was
a sister-to-sister connection on
a goal.
The Nighthawks got on the
board in the 73rd minute when
Eliana Nevarez took the ball
into the box and lifted a
shot across the face of the
goal into the upper corner on
the far side to make the score
2-1.
The Eagles were not satisfied with a one-goal lead
and got a goal back with 12
minutes remaining in the
match on a set piece. Val
Rogers’ corner kick glanced off
Lindsey Evans’ head and into
the path of Sarah Valentine who
scored only the second goal
of her career to seal the Eagle
win.
Stephanie Taylor played all
90 minutes in goal and collected
three saves, while her Thomas
counterpart, Brittany Wilkinson
faced 23 shots and managed
eight saves.
The Eagles’ host NCAA II
Eckerd at 7 p.m. on Thursday at
Embry-Riddle Soccer Stadium.

Volleyball knocks
off No. 21 Webber
NaDean Schroeder
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FRESHMAN ELINA JOHANSSON HAS been on fire this season, scoring 15 goals in 11 games.
She tacked on four against Warner Southern and at this pace is a shoo-in to become ERAU’s
top scorer. The current record-holder, Jessica Garica, had 33 goals during her Eagle career.

ERAU Sports Info.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
- The Embry-Riddle Eagles
completed the game plan on

Sciotto takes second in playoff
Men’s golf
finishes fourth
Press Release

ERAU Sports Info.
LAKELAND, Fla. - Don
Sciotto and the ERAU men's
golf team battled hard at the
Southeastern Fire Classic on
Monday and Tuesday, with
Sciotto forcing a first-place

playoff.
Sciotto, who shot a 69 in
round two, moved from a sixthplace tie to a first-place tie
with his two-day score of 144.
Sciotto and Southeastern's Matt
Parziale went into a playoff,
with Sciotto earning second
place despite a valiant effort.
"Don was definitely playing from his heart," said Head
Coach Maria Lopez. "He really
dug it out. He was just doing
everything he could for his team
and you could see it. It was
really a lot of fun to watch his

energy throughout."
"The playoff was a heart
breaker but for his second college tournament ever, to be in
a playoff, that's a tremendous
start," Lopez added.
Overall, the Eagles finished
in fourth place with a team total
of 299.
"The team did great today,"
Lopez said. "The conditions for
the past two days were unbelievably challenging and they really
showed some heart despite 30
mile an hour winds and pretty
soggy conditions."

Individual rankings and top
team performances will be
available at a later time.
The next event on the men's
golf team's schedule is the NSU
Fall Invitational in Palm Beach
Gardens, Fla. on Oct. 14-16.
ERAU 299
Don Sciotto 144
Juan Sarmiento 150
Tom Miller 153
Hunter Jenkins 161
Brett Verner 168
Individual
Steve Boyce 165

Men drop two, fall to 3-2-1 in FSC
got the ball into Bruno whose
shot went just out of Levine s
reach for a 3-1 Thomas lead.
Despite the deficit, the
Eagles refused to give up and
scored again in the 82nd minute. Mike Scott delivered a
cross that found Phil Middleton
unmarked in front of the goal.
Feldman got a hand to hit, but
Middleton was on hand to tap in
the rebound, pulling the Eagles
back to within one.
The Eagles continued to
battle but were unable to get
a third goal resulting in the
Thomas victory.
Embry-Riddle returns to
action at 3 p.m. on Tuesday
when they travel to West
Palm Beach for a Florida Sun
Conference rematch against
Northwood.

“HOCKEY”

from FRONT
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Press Release

ERAU Sports Info.
LAKE WALES, Fla. – The
Warner Southern men’s soccer
team scored two goals in the
first half to top Embry-Riddle
2-0 in Florida Sun Conference
action on Tuesday. With the
win, the Royals improve to 9-1
overall and 4-1 in league play,
while the Eagles fall to 3-4-2
and 3-2-1 in the FSC.
The Warner Southern offense,
which held a 12-8 advantage in
shots, got a boost from the
defensive effort, led by six
saves from Luis Rincon.
The Royals’ goals were
scored by Alvaro Puyo and
Mauricio Castano with the first
goal coming at the 19:17 mark
when Puyo put away Castano
corner kick.
Castano got on the board
himself with just seven seconds

remaining in the first half with
a low driven ball that was just
out of the reach of ERAU goalkeeper Ian Levine.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.
Thanks to three points by Alex
Fleming, the Thomas (Ga.) men
s soccer team edged EmbryRiddle 3-2 in non-conference
action, Friday at the EmbryRiddle soccer stadium.
The Eagles were the more
offensive side as evidenced by
their 19 shots to Thomas five.
ERAU forced Thomas goalkeeper Jan Feldman to make six
saves, while Eagle netminder
Ian Levine collected two saves
on the night.
Despite outshooting the
Nighthawks and controlling
much of the offense to start
the match, the Eagles found
themselves down a goal early.
Fleming scored against the run

of play in the 16th minute and
Thomas carried that one-goal
lead into the halftime break.
The Eagles continued to pressure the Nighthawks to start the
second frame and their persistence paid off just two minutes into the half. Hugh Davey
started the play from the back
and continued his run up the
left side of the field. The senior
defender got the ball back after
a give-and-go with AJ Barrett,
dribbled by the last defender
and delivered an easy pass to
Joe Yoffe, who slotted home
his fifth goal of the year to tie
the match.
The Nighthawks reclaimed
the lead at the 54:44 mark on
a set piece that led to a Luis
Moncada goal.
Josh Bruno and Fleming
combined for Thomas third
goal, which came on another
set piece. The Nighthawks were
awarded a free kick and Fleming

Riddle students have
inside of them. To hear
the fans yelling and banging on the glass, it really is
the lifeblood of our team.”
Hollenshade said, “Our fans
are known around the league.
We’ve actually heard stories
from other coaches where
they have to blare music in
their arena during practice
to adjust to playing with that
level of noise!” For Tim
Walsh, “The fans keep the
energy up for us and the
Pep Band is a great thing
to have – it makes it really
exciting.”
The Eagles will fly again
this Friday and Saturday
nights, at 9 and 10pm,
respectively in a doubleheader against Florida Gulf
Coast University. They play
all home games at the Artic
Zone Ice Rink on Ridgewood
(Rt. 1). Get there early for a
seat and bring a jacket, but
leave the balloons at home.

Saturday, topping off the No.
21 ranked and FSC leading,
Webber International Warriors,
in four games (32-30, 20-30,
31-29, 31-29). The match was
held at the ICI Center.
Webber suffered its first loss
in the Florida Sun Conference,
and their second of the year
moving their record to 16-2, 5-1
FSC. ERAU maintained their
winning record, winning both
games of the first weekend in
October with its record at 10-8,
6-3 FSC.
The Eagles built a 7-2 lead to
start Saturday off, but the conference leading team climbed
their way back to tie the game
at 13. They were able to comeback by multiple kills charted
by Cindy Eurie. The Warriors
began to pull away when the
score was tied at 16, as Trish
Belcher served two service aces
moving her team into the lead
by five. WIU faced game point
at 29-23 with Alana Martinez
serving for the Eagles, a spark
was lit on the ERAU side of
the court where plays from
Savannah Trakes (two kills),
Corey Dobridnia and Jenni
Nelsen (block assist) aided the
team to tie the game at 29. A
solo block by Nelsen led to
the Eagles facing game point
at 30-29, but ERAU gave up
the ball and the game was tied
again. On the next play Nelsen
attacked a free ball from the
Warriors to take the lead again,
she then went to the service line
and served an ace to close out
game one.
In game two, the Eagles
took an early 13-6 lead, but
sharp hitting and positioning of
attacks by the Warriors allowed
them to tie the game at 19.
Kammie Biladello served the
following nine points for WIU,
giving the Warriors a 28-20 lead.
An Eagle attack error and a kill
by WIU's Kristyn Kuffermann
tipped the Warriors to 30 points,
evening out the game standings
at one.
After intermission the Eagles

seem to get their energy back,
keeping with the Warriors in
the openning of game three.
WIU began to pull away when
the game went into the twenties, going up 27-24. The
Warriors saw a chance at game
point at 29-28, but faced a
service error allowing ERAU
back in at 29 a piece. Marissa
Gonzales served the next two
points to take the third game
for the Eagles. She was aided
by kills from Savannah Trakes
and Nelsen.
Webber built an 8-4 lead
early in game four, but the
Eagles mounted a comeback
with Janelle Marinos on the
service line. The frustration
was apparent on the faces of
both the players and coaches
for WIU as they took a time out
when ERAU tied the game at
14. Marinos continued with her
attack serving two more point
for ERAU. The Warriors took
another timeout when they were
trailing 22-18. After the pause
in action, Trakes served a service ace and Nelsen completed
hte next point with a kill. WIU's
Eurie claimed back to back kills
to get her team with in two
at 26-28 and Danelle Wagner
served her team back in the
game, to tie at 28. With the game
tied at 29 Trakes completed her
attack, fed by Gonzales, the
Eagles went up 30-29. Nelsen
served the next volley with the
ball returned to the Eagles side
Trakes and Gonzales connected
again capturing the win for the
Eagles.
Trakes maintained her position as the go-to girl for the
Eagles, charting 16 kills, 13 digs
and two service aces. Nelsen
had three service aces, marking
her eighth match where she has
served multiple aces. She also
had 11 kills and five blocks.
Martinez had 12 kills, nine digs
and one ace. Gonzales charted
assist number 700 in game one,
marking 39 on the day, 738 on
the year. The setter also had
three kills and two aces.

Eagles x-country
takes second
NaDean Schroeder

ERAU Sports Info.
TITUSVILLE, Fla. - Both the
Embry-Riddle men and women's cross country squads were
edged out by the University of
Miami at the Florida Runners
Invitational to place second
in their respective events on
Friday, Oct. 5.
The women's squad scored
two more points than Miami
on Friday, with 48 points.
Noelle Niblack came in first
for the Eagles, crossing the finish line at 19:36. She was followed by Alex Salinas (19:43),
Beth McCubbin (19:53), Lori
Costello (20:13), and Jen Haydt
(20:49), all of whom scored
points for the team. Emily Cook
and Francesca Martino rounded
out the ERAU finishers at 21:21
and 21:37 respectively.
Nick Gehlsen led the Eagles,
with the team's top finish, com-

ing in fifth place overall, trailing four Miami runners. Henry
Melius, Jarett Woodbury, Evan
Clay and Laurent Williams
rounded out the men's top finishers.
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Envoy gives mixed U.S. efforts in Pakistan
Myanman review not likely to work out
Maggie Farley

Los Angeles Times

Despite his personal appeals
during a recent visit to Myanmar,
the military regime continues
to arrest protesters in midnight
raids, arbitrarily detain people
and relocate monks outside the
capital, U.N. envoy Ibrahim
Gambari told the Security
Council on Friday.
But he also said the government told him it had released
more than 2,000 demonstrators
and monks, and reduced the military presence on the streets.
U.N. officials, as well as members of the group of Southeast
Asian nations, which have traditionally shied away from intervening in other countries' internal
affairs, made unusually strong
statements about Myanmar,
which is also known as Burma.
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
of South Korea called the junta's
use of force to disperse protesters
"abhorrent and unacceptable."
During Gambari's four-day
visit to Myanmar which ended
Tuesday, he pressed Senior Gen.
Than Shwe to stop the violent
crackdown and release monks
and detainees. He visited prodemocracy leader Aung San
Suu Kyi twice. But he was also
dragged to a pro-government
rally and denied access to opposition leaders. He plans a return
visit in November.
"It is too early to measure the
impact of Mr. Gambari's visit,
or to label it a success or a failure," Ban said "It appears that
a window of opportunity has
opened."
He was most pleased, he said,
to have conveyed an offer from
Than Shwe to meet with Suu
Kyi, though it included conditions that she stop opposing the
government. Gambari demanded
the regime release Suu Kyi, who
has spent 12 of the past 18 years
in detention.
Than Shwe said that he would
meet with the winner of the 1991
Nobel Peace Prize if she gives up
her call for "confrontation, utter

devastation, economic sanctions
and all other sanctions," according to Myanmar state media
broadcasts on Thursday.
Gambari said that in his two
meetings with her, she ruled out
preconditions, but was willing
to start talks about national reconciliation that reflected the will
of the people and were "timebound, concrete and serious."
"From my own conversations,
she appears very anxious to have
a proper dialogue," he said.
Gambari said Than Shwe
refers to the opposition leader
only as "the lady." Suu Kyi, 62,
appeared frail in pictures, but
Gambari said she told him her
health is fine "under the circumstances."
"I thought she looked better
this time than last November
when I last saw her," he said.
Gambari said he demanded
that Than Shwe put an end to
night raids and arrests, lift the
curfew, release detainees, withdraw forces from the streets and
allow the Red Cross access to
those arrested.
But he also offered U.N. help
addressing the economic and
political roots of the protests. He
noted that a third of Myanmar's
people live below the poverty
line, and that a fuel price increase
in August sparked the protests.
The demonstrations quickly
took on a political nature, and
Gambari said he told Than Shwe
that political grievances must be
addressed, not simply crushed.

Since 1988, when the military
suppressed protests and killed
an estimated 3,000 people, "the
democratic aspirations of the
people have been systematically
denied by the government in
the name of stability," he said.
"Unless the government decides
to open and broaden the process that is to define Myanmar's
future, demands...are likely to
continue."
After the briefing, the Security
Council started work on a statement that would condemn the
violent repression, demand the
release of Suu Kyi and others,
and support Gambari's efforts to
open talks between the government and the opposition party.
Disagreements among the council members delayed the release
of the statement until next week.
China objected to the issue
being taken up by the council,
saying Myanmar's internal problems, while disturbing, did not
amount to a threat to international peace and security.
Myanmar's ambassador, U
Kyaw Tint Swe, told the Security
Council that the government had
released 2,095 people, including 728 monks, and planned to
release more soon.
But he warned the council to "refrain from any action
that would be detrimental" to
Gambari's efforts, a statement
that diplomats interpreted as a
threat to deny Gambari entry to
the country if the council adopted sanctions against Myanmar.

ESKINDER DEBEBE/UNITED NATIONS

Robin Wright

The Washington Post

This article was co-written
by Griff Witte.
For months, the United States
quietly brokered secret talks
between Pakistani President
Musharraf and exiled former
leader Benazir Bhutto to ease
Pakistan's political crisis and
keep allies in charge of a country on the frontline of extremism.
If all goes as precariously
negotiated, Pakistan is likely to
emerge from elections Saturday
dominated by two politicians:
Musharraf, an unpopular general under political siege since
March, and Bhutto, a former
prime minister twice ousted
after corruption scandals. Both
are widely seen as pro-Western
and unrepresentative of the priorities of most Pakistanis.
But Washington is almost
certain to find its central goal
of reviving the faltering campaign against al-Qaida and
the Taliban more difficult to
achieve after Pakistan's political transition, U.S. officials and
analysts say.
"The United States has no
choice but to rely on these two,"
said Marvin Weinbaum, a former State Department Pakistan
analyst. "But Musharraf is
today significantly weakened.
Whatever his sincerity, whatever his willingness to help the
United States against al-Qaida
and the Taliban, he doesn't have
the capacity to do it. And Bhutto
is badly out of touch."
Despite weeks of turmoil
over the vote, the poll itself is
a formality. National and provincial assemblies that elect the
president, produced in rigged
2002 elections, are packed with
Musharraf supporters.
A Supreme Court decision
Friday ensured that the confusion over who will rule Pakistan
will continue for at least a few
more weeks. While the court
allowed the election to proceed,
the judges said the results will

Advertisement

not be finalized until they can
hear challenges to Musharraf's
eligibility to run.
Pakistan then faces months
of intense political jockeying
and uncertainty. By Jan. 15,
the nation must hold fresh parliamentary elections for new
assemblies. With no single party
believed to hold a commanding
position, the elections are likely
to be hard-fought, and the aftermath could be volatile as parties scramble to forge coalitions
and a government.
Bhutto's party is expected to
do well. Scheduled to return
from eight years in exile on Oct.
18, she and other former officials on Friday tentatively won
amnesty for alleged corruption
in a deal with Musharraf. But
to be prime minister, she will
also need a waiver of the prohibition on serving more than
two terms.
In a strategy based largely on damage control, however, a coalition government
that brings together Musharraf
and Bhutto is viewed by U.S.
officials as the best of their
bad options. Both are moderate
and, at least rhetorically, take a
hard line on rising extremism
in Pakistan. But the two leaders
have a history of tense relations
and personal animosity.
Many Pakistanis criticize
Washington for paying lip service to democracy but limiting
their say in choosing their leaders. The United States did little
when former Prime Minister
Nawaf Sharif tried to return to
Pakistan last month, only to be
instantly expelled.
For the United States, the
new power equation is likely
to complicate cooperation with
Pakistan that has relied singularly on one general since
the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.
"It will not be easier to do
business with Pakistan in the
future," said Daniel Markey,
State Department policy planner for Pakistan until earlier
this year. "There will be more
power players, and complicated
problems are likely to become

more complicated to solve."
From the Pakistani perspective, running U.S. policy
exclusively through an unpopular general who seized power
from Sharif in a 1999 coup and
appointed himself president in
2001 has been disastrous for
U.S. standing and counter-terror objectives. Only 19 percent
of Pakistanis now have a favorable view of the United States,
according to a recent poll by
the nonpartisan group Terror
Free Tomorrow.
Many believe that transitioning to democracy, however
messy it may be, will bolster counterterrorism efforts
because the nation's leadership
will have a popular mandate.
"The U.S. has recently started to realize that it's in the best
interest of both Pakistan and
the U.S. that the democratic
forces should be given support as well," said Sen. Farooq
Naek, a member of Bhutto's
PPP.
America's reputation in
Pakistan has been battered on
two fronts this year. Radical
Islamic groups have gained
traction by criticizing military
operations in the tribal areas and
during the siege at Islamabad's
Red Mosque as a U.S. plot to
drive Pakistanis to kill their
own people.
"The vast majority of
Pakistanis still see this fight
as an American one, especially
army soldiers who are forced to
fight in alien territory against
Pakistani citizens," Markey
said. "They have not come
around to the idea this is a
battle for Pakistan's security."
Washington hopes to build
on the relationship after the
political dust settles, encouraging education reform and economic development, especially
in volatile tribal areas along the
Afghan border, to foster a different future, U.S. officials say.
But the main focus will inevitably remain strategic goals that
have been on hold for almost a
year due to the political crisis,
U.S. officials concede.
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In Chad, struggling Africans look
to China to fulfill their dreams
Stephanie McCrummen
The Washington Post

It was midmorning in one of
the poorest countries on earth,
and the daily traffic of battered
trucks, motorcycles and donkeys bounced along the lumpy
sand streets of this hot desert
town.
Behind the white archways
of the old colonial market,
Abdulkarim Mahamat, 24, was
selling soap and batteries to the
few customers who dropped by.
Things were rather slow, and
the young man explained how
he often imagines himself elsewhere — flying off to a promising new land of cheap socks and
smoothly paved roads.
“If I can go to China, life will
be better than it is now,” he said,
adding that he has started saving
up for his ticket. “I’ll make a lot
of money, and life will change. I
can return to school, build a nice
house and have a family. People
say that China is a good place
and everything is cheap.”
As resource-hungry China
cultivates relationships with
countries across Africa — most
recently here, for oil — African
leaders are debating the merits of
that growing influence. Skeptics
are troubled, for instance, by
China’s role in enabling governments such as Sudan’s, which is
accused of carrying out a brutal campaign of violence in its
western Darfur region.
But as that debate goes on,
something less tangible is happening on the ground, even
in this remote, conflict-ridden
region where electricity and
plumbing are still luxuries:
The idea of China as a symbol
of potential prosperity is taking hold, seeping into the consciousness of ordinary Africans
and occupying a place that the
United States, and to some
extent European countries, once
claimed.
Around here, the American
dream is something quaint and

unrealistic, while a new kind of
Chinese dream, more pragmatic
and attainable, seems ascendant.
“The United States is a nice
place to visit,” said Ahmet
Mohamet Ali, a trader who had
just returned from his first trip
to China. “China is a place to do
business.”
Besides massive road projects, oil contracts and other
deals China has struck across

“

In China, I can
make my life better. Everything
there is easy.
-ALI MOHAMED ZAROUK

”

the continent, there are smaller
signs that the country is beginning to penetrate African societies.
On Fridays in the Congolese
capital of Kinshasa, for instance,
a reliable line forms at the gates
of the Chinese Embassy’s visa
section. In the Kenyan capital
of Nairobi, it is relatively easy
to find university students heading off to China for business or
language courses.
Rebels in Ethiopia’s Ogaden
region deemed China’s influence significant enough to target
a Chinese-run oil facility there
this year.
Here in landlocked Chad, the
notion of China is still rather
nascent, as the government only
last year fulfilled China’s prerequisite for doing serious business,
recognizing China and severing
ties with its rival, Taiwan.
Since then, huge oil exploration projects have gotten underway, and Chinese money has
flowed into government coffers,
leaving some Chadians wondering whether they will benefit

from the new
wealth.
At the same
time, a kind of
excitement and
curiosity about
China has trickled down.
In the rundown capital
of N’Djamena,
where
the
French colonial
past lingers in
faded streets
signs such as
Rue
Charles
de Gaulle, just
about anything
new is Chinese.
There is a bright
red
Chinese
restaurant that
seems discordant amid the
crumbling beige
buildings, and
a Chinese-run
hotel.
Here
and
there, Chadians
have been hired
by
Chinese
companies,
leading to their
first, awkward
encounters with
a foreign culture.
“They eat dogs and snakes,”
said Mustafa Mohamed, who
worked a two-way radio fora
Chinese oil company, taking
lunch orders. “They are strange
people.”
Mohamed eventually met
some Chinese businesspeople,
though, and is now pinning
his hopes on exporting precious stones to China. He walks
around with a notebook, the
words “Great Stones” underlined on a page with potential
prices listed.
Here in Abeche, there are
no Chinese companies yet, no
Chinese television channels or
news broadcasts, as there are in
larger African cities from Dar

STEPHANIE McCRUMMEN/WASHINGTON POST

es Salaam, Tanzania, to Accra,
Ghana.
But shops are piled high with
Chinese-made artificial flowers, baby clothes, pots and pans
and the ubiquitous rubber sandals. And word about China has
quickly spread as a few people
who have traveled there return
with stories like triumphant
explorers.
“When you go there, they
welcome you and help you with
your hotel,” said Mahamat,
offering one well-honed story
floating around the street.
“I hear it’s a long journey
— 17 hours and very risky,”
said his brother, Ali Mohamed
Zarouk, who is hoping to go,
too. “I’ve never seen China,
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but I know about life in China.
I have many friends there, and
I know that they give an open
chance to African people.”
Would-be businesspeople are
now counting down the days
until the new Chinese Embassy
opens in N’Djamena and, presumably with it, the chance to
get a coveted visa.
“It will be in seven months,”
said Ismail Ibrahim Adam, 39,
who works as a food supplier for
the Chadian army.
His first and only trip to
China was two years ago, after
friends told him of the possibilities there.
“In 2008, I will go again,” he
said, explaining that if he makes
enough money, he intends

to build clothing factories in
Abeche.
Adam and others said they do
not dream anymore of heading
to the United States or Europe,
an idea that seems as remote
these days as going to China
once did.
“There is a problem with
the U.S.,” said Ali, the trader.
“Everything is too expensive
and complicated.”
He was unloading cardboard
boxes full of gold-rimmed goblets and teacups.
“I think I’d like to open an
office in China,” he mused,
“spend one month there and
come back to Chad. In China,
I can make my life better.
Everything there is easy.”
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Pike congratulates
Paul Zigler

Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha would like
to send our congratulations to
all the individuals on campus
who decided to go Greek and
were given a bid by one of the
Fraternity or Sororities. As all
Brothers and Sisters know in
each organization, it is a great
experience that you will treasure
and we want to wish you all the
best.
We recruited 21 new mem-

bers and are looking forward
to a wonderful year ahead and
seeing what they can bring to
our chapter. We focused heavily this semester on recruiting
the right type of men who are
well balanced in multiple facets of their life including college and also as an individual.
Pike strives to recruit members
based on four main principles,
Scholars, Leaders, Athletes,
and Gentlemen, also known as
S.L.A.G. Through this foundation we have achieved great success and are continuing to recruit

and consider possible new members throughout the entire year.
Since the onset of the semester we have all been looking
forward to Intramurals once
again this year and we are hoping to continue our yearly success’ as all Greek Champions in
Intramurals. We look forward to
the competition and another great
year of sports rivalries that help
strengthen our campus and all
of the Fraternities and Sororities
that compete. I look forward to
seeing you all on campus and
out on the field.

SAT gives thanks
Andrew Pearson
SAT

The Society of Aviation
Technicians would like to
express its gratitude to Mr.
Travis Billete, Mr. Mitch
Geraci, Mr. Jay Lacy, Mr. Doug
Hancock, Dr. Arthur Eldridge
and the Aviation Maintenance
Science Department for all of
the time, technical expertise,
advice, and facilities they have
provided the club over the past
year.
Mr. Billete has been incredibly helpful on several different projects; from guiding us
through our first composite

mold and part fabrication to
personally tutoring half a dozen
of our members on plasma cutting. Mr. Billete has been crucial in helping the club complete its goals and projects with
a high standard of quality.
The clubs recent trip to
Duncan Aviation in Fort
Lauderdale would not have
been possible without the
counsel and participation of
Mr. Mitch Geraci and Mr. Jay
Lacy. We would also like to
thank Mr. Geraci for driving us
to and from Fort Lauderdale, a
total of eight hours that went as
smoothly as the trip itself.
Our latest project, a modification of a turbine engine to make

it into a display cut-out, would
not be possible without the support of Mr. Doug Hancock who
in addition to providing us with
advice and wisdom, has generously allowed us to use his lab
to work on the project.
Dr. Arthur Eldridge has spent
countless hours over the past
few years providing counsel
and support to the club and its
members. Thanks to his leadership, wisdom, and patience the
club has a bright future and the
means and stability to accomplish its goals. Dr. Eldridge is
an essential part of the organization, and without him the
club would not be what it is
today.
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HSA visits Piper
Mayank Kumar
HSA Program

On Oct. 4, the Honor
Student’s Association (HSA)
had the unique opportunity
of visiting the Piper Aircraft
Company. This inaugural
event was organized by HSA
President, Derek Cheng, as
part of fostering professional
development. A total of 20
people participated in this
program, including Honors
Program Advisor, Dr. Magdy
Attia.
The visit program to Piper
Aircraft Company was comprised of two segments: a
company presentation and a
facility tour. In the presentation, members were briefed
on the history of the company dating back to the 1930s
when the Piper J-3 Cub was
born. However, the highlight
of the presentation was the
company’s introduction to its
exciting PiperJet program.
The PiperJet is scheduled to
make its debut flight in March
2008. Its production will feature a foaming bonding technique instead of conventional

riveting to assemble adjacent
parts of the aircraft – the first
of its kind that will be utilized for large- scale aircraft
manufacture. In addition to the
PiperJet program, members
also learned about Piper’s new
production fleet, the Malibu
Matrix. The official announcement of the Malibu Matrix
was made during the National
Business Aviation Association
(NBAA) Convention held in
September 2007 in Atlanta,
Ga. Aircraft design considerations, and recent modifications to the conceptual aircraft
design were also shared and
discussed with members.
Members were next taken
on a comprehensive facility
tour that featured Piper’s array
of capabilities, ranging from
design engineering to aircraft
manufacturing to final assembly and paint completions.
In each phase of production,
members were able to view
the tooling which had been
developed in-house by Piper.
Over the course of the tour,
the prides of Piper, such as
the Mirage, Meridian, 6X,
Seminole and Warrior III,
were seen in their respective

phases of production.
Piper’s engineering is supported by approximately
125 engineers. As the engineers demonstrated their
work using Computer Aided
Design (CAD) and Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) programs, such as AutoCAD and
Nastran, respectively, members were able to relate their
skills acquired in the classroom to the industry. In addition, members were able to
appreciate the importance of
teamwork in ensuring a successful business operation.
In all, it was a successful event for the HSA. The
visit program to Piper Aircraft
Company provided members
with a great learning opportunity and has added much
value and perspective to their
engineering classes. Through
this initiative, the organization
hopes to grow in professional
development, and in so doing,
bring about faster assimilation
to the industry. HSA looks
forward to further collaboration and synergies with Piper
Aircraft Company, starting
with biannual visits to benefit
more members.

Want to get your club or organization’s
name out there?
Put it into black and white with
The Avion. Sumbit articles to

avion.newsroom@gmail.com
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SGA projects update
Ryan Hattan

Vice President

Thomas
Edison
said,
“Opportunity is missed by most
people because it is dressed in
overalls and looks like work.”
If this is true than the Student
Rep.’s uniform for this year
should arguably be changed to
denim.
For the first month and a half
of the school year the Student
Representative Board has averaged five to six office hours
per person each week, this is
double the requirement of three
per week to serve the student
body. It’s not unheard of for
Reps. this semester to have 12,
13 or even 20-plus hours in a
week working on student concerns. So what has this group
of 20 people been working 100
hours a week on for the past
month and a half? Well, the list
is long and arduous to say the
least, but some of the highlights
according to each committee
follow.
Progress Committee: The
Bike Lane along Clyde Morris
has taken center stage and we
are working with the various
city and university officials to
address this student concern.
While working on the longterm efforts of a new bike lane
along Clyde Morris, we are also
issuing donated safety equipment to students, working with
DBPD, and launching an advertising campaign with signage
along the roadway to make
drivers aware of our students.
An ATM from Bank of
America should join us in the
Student Village shortly, this
was the fruit of a student survey from last year in which 53
percent of the student body said
that they preferred a Bank of
America ATM. We are already
looking at replacing the ATM

in the Student Center as well
to better serve student interests.
We will be purchasing a payphone for the students to use
in the Student Center shortly to
address the lack-of-payphone
issue on campus.
The SGA has been working
with Dining Services to continually address food on campus
and future renovations to be
unveiled in the new future.
We
have
Student
Representatives
providing
feedback to IT as the EmbryRiddle website is undergoing
renovations for the first time in
five years.
The Suggestion Boxes are
emptied on a weekly to bi-weekly basis and each suggestion of
yours is responded to within a
short time frame. Furthermore,
I review each suggestion and
the responses to ensure that all
of your concerns are appropriately addressed. This is arguably the single-most important
service that we provide to you,
or rather you provide to us, as
it is through your suggestions
that the student body voice can
drive the change on this campus.
Constitution Committee:
This committee we be unveiling the Rep. Board’s new
Resolution initiative shortly,
in which the Rep. Board will
pass legislation and resolve to
address the large issues and
concerns of the student body.
This will provide students with
an open line of communication
as to what priorities the Rep.
Board has in place and will
allow all to know where our
resolve and focus lie.
Environmental Awareness
Committee:
First Friday’s
was launched this past Friday
and allows students and there
organizations to come in to the
SGA office every first Friday
of the month, grab a trash

bag and some gloves and go
cleanup the campus. Spend five
minutes or an hour and help
keep up the campus appearance. EAC also sponsored the
Bellevue Extension Adopt-aRoad cleanup two weeks ago
and gathered 10- plus bags full
of trash as well as seven full
tires and rims from the side of
the road. Another new initiative being looked at is Adopta-Bed in which student clubs
and orginzations will be able
to adopt a flower or landscape
bed on campus and maintain it
throughout the year to free up
manpower to resolve other campus maintenance issues such as
the campus moat. Recycling
is also at the top of our priority list and we are finishing up
last touches on implementing
the new recycling program in
the housing facilities. Orders
will soon be placed for the new
recycling bins.
Flight Line Satisfaction
Committee: This committee is
looking at a Flight Line Day
to bring students and faculty
of the flight line together in an
informal informative session.
The issue of providing a vending machine for flight supplies
is being looked at and should
be completing soon. This committee also sits in and contributes to Frank’s Advisory Board
on a weekly basis.
Safe Ride Committee: The
Orlando Shuttle program will
be debuting this year during
Thanksgiving break. Please
stop by the SGA office for
official dates and to secure your
spot on this extremely costsaving means to get home for
the holidays. Also, the shuttle
will be coming out with its
Christmas break dates as well.
Talks are in the works with
Votran to look at the future possibilities of a “Riddle Route”
and its feasibility.

TFO elects new executive board
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Benefit huge success

RYAN GORMAN/AVION

STUDENT FINANCE BOARD MEMBER Francesca Martino and other members of the
Student Government Association, served students ice cream to students to benefit Palance
Powell. The event raised over $400 to help the Powell family.
Angeline Ranieri

Student Representative
Thank you to all the students, faculty and staff who purchased an ice cream sundae last
Thursday. Ice cream sundaes
were sold on the Flight Deck by
the SGA and Sodexho. Students
had the choice of two scoops of
chocolate, strawberry or vanilla ice cream, and then amazing toppings which included hot
fudge, sprinkles, Oreos, whipped
cream and chopped peanuts. All
proceeds raised went to Palance
Powell, the Sodexho worker who
was involved in a hit and run
accident while riding his bicycle

along Clyde Morris Boulevard a
few weeks ago.
The ice cream sundae sale
raised $444.09 for the Powell
family and the donation will be
delivered to Palance and his wife
sometime this week by representatives of the Student Government.
Powell is on disability but the
donations will help the family out
with much needed items such as
groceries and transportation.
Along with the sale of ice
cream sundaes, pedestrians and
cyclist who travel along the
busy Clyde Morris Blvd had the
opportunity to sign up for safety
equipment. A few students filled
out a request form and they will
receive their safety equipment

this week by stopping by the
SGA office between the hours of
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Students who
did not have an opportunity to
sign up on Thursday, will still
have a chance to receive free
safety equipment by signing up
in the SGA office.
Your SGA has been working
with the County of Volusia and
the state of Florida to install a
bike lane along Clyde Morris,
but until this feat can be accomplished, please use extreme
caution if you travel along this
road. If you have any questions about this ongoing project,
please feel free to contact Student
RepresentativeAngeline Ranieri at
ranie496@erau.edu.

student that writes a suggestion and puts his or her contact
information will be contacted
within two weeks.
One of the latest complaints
was about the school’s website. This has been taken in
to consideration by the progress committee, and they are
communicating with the IT on
improving the school’s website
since no changes have been
made for five years. We have
also received requests from students about extending the pool
hours; due to budget limitations
for the time being they will not
be able to add pool hours, but if
there is a group of 15 people or
more they will be able to give
the group access to the pool.
Another important concern
was about making the library
open 24 hours, which was also
looked through by the prog-

ress committee. The director
and associate director of the
library explained some of the
budget limitations why it will
be hard to have it open for 24
hours. But progress committee
is still working on this project and there will be definitely
an expansion in library hours.
Also we are looking in to making it available 24 hours during
exam week.
There are surveys in
the Student Government
Association office next to
the coffee machine about the
school’s website and the 24
hour library, so please come
and fill them out. Please let
us know about your concerns,
because we are waiting for
them. Contact us by visiting
the SGA office or email at
yaacour1@erau.edu. Help us
help you!

Suggestions wanted
Randa Yaacoub

Student Representative
The Student Government
Association is concerned with
its students on Embry Riddle
campus. All the student representatives are looking forward
to working on all your concerns.
So please write all your suggestions and drop them in the
SGA suggestion boxes located
in Lehman Building (first floor
lab/lobby), club mail room,
flight line, College of Aviation
(lobby), student village (outside buffet), and laundry room
(McKay).
There has been a complaint
that not all the suggestions are
taken in to consideration, but
we promise you that every suggestion that comes in will be
seriously discussed. Also, every

City may bring internships
“SGA”

from Front

NATHAN MULDER/SGA

TASK FORCE ONE ELECTED a new executive board for 2007-08. President Jason
Seetin (top), Vice President Katie Semmer (left), Treasurer Sarah Fitzpatrick (right),
and Secretary David Cornblum (bottom).

neighborhood flooding problems in the city and building design. Businesses in the
area, in the coming weeks, will
be contacted by the SGA and
Naomi Weiss, of the Daytona
Beach Partnership Association,
to design internships in the hos-

pitality, management and transportation industries. Programs
such as these give back to the
area and give students an opportunity to earn class credit, build
their resumes and gather realworld working experience.
One of the many goals of
this year’s Student Government
is to work with the community, maintaining a direct line
of communication to benefit

our students and fellow residents in Daytona. All students
are encouraged to let your
SGA Representatives know
what you want changed not
only on campus but also in
the Daytona Beach area. The
Student Government is optimistic that working with the
City of Daytona Beach will
improve student life on and off
campus.

Aeronautica
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Fatal airline
crashes reduced
Brian Asbury

Advertising Manager

Ten years ago, a White House
commission told the airline
industry to reduce rate of fatal
accidents by 80 percent over the
next decade. That deadline was
last week.
In 1996, the accident rate was
one in every 2 million departures. Today, it’s one in every 4.5
million, a 65 percent decrease
while air traffic has increased
steadily.
Marion Blakey, the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)
administrator, told the New York
Times, “This is the golden age

of safety.”
The decrease in accident can
be partly attributed to the airlines
efforts to eliminate small problems that build to cause crashed.
An Airline Pilots Association
safety representative of 20 years,
John Cox told the New York
Times, “It’s not one thing. It’s a
series of small things.” Finding
the problem before it is one is a
reverse method of the past to go
out and analyze the wreck after
the crash. Experts say that analyzing flights is almost all that if
left as there is less tin to go out
and kick.
Equipment improvements
have also benefited the airlines.
All of the American airlines

Aviation briefs
brought to you by
Belvoir Media Group, copyright 2007, www.avweb.com

have ground proximity warning systems, warning of collision
with mountains or buildings.
Probably the most hazardous
place for aircraft is not in the
air, but on the ground. Runway
incursions happen much more
often that do midair collisions.
The FAA has installed a ground
radar system at many major airports and plans to install them
in the remaining airports to
help prevent such incursions.
The FAA is also looking at
a new air traffic system altogether. The FAA is also experimenting with “runway status
lights” at Dallas-Fort Worth
airport that flash when
the runway is occupied.

British Airways goes shopping
Matt Smith

Staff Reporter

British Airways this past
week, announced its largest order for new airplanes in
nine years. The company has
opted to split its order between
Airbus and Boeing. They have
ordered 12 Airbus A380s and
24 Boeing 787 Dreamliners,
worth approximately $8.2 billion at list value. They have
also taken options on an additional eighteen 787s and seven
A380s. British Airways figures
that the A380s will replace the
aging 747s and the 787s will
replace the 767s. Both aircraft
will be powered by Rolls Royce
of England.
The A380 order is seen by
many as a breakthrough for the
program, which had not seen
in new order in years. Airbus
Chief Executive Tom Enders
called the British Airways A380
order a breakthrough. Many
believed that the 787 order
was inevitable for the British
carrier; however, they saw the

A380 order as being a toss up
between the A380 and the new
Boeing 747-8 Intercontinental.
When asked by reporters,
British Airways Chief Executive
Officer Willie Walsh said that
they opted for the A380 over
the new 747-8 Intercontinental
because of both “environmental
and economical reasons.”
Scott Carson, Chief Executive
of
Boeing
Commercial
Airplanes, told the Seattle
P.I., “It’s obviously a disappointment.” However, there
may still be hope for Boeing.
British Airways has said that
they are not done ordering new
planes just yet. Walsh has said
that British Airways will still
continue to negotiate between
the Airbus A350XWB and the
Boeing 777-300ER for the
replacement of the rest of the
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747 fleet. An order is expected
in early 2009 for the additional airframes. Analysts argue
whether Boeing will tweak the
popular 777-300ER to become
more attractive to British
Airways, or design the 787-10,
in which Emirates Airlines of
the United Arab Emirates has
also expressed interest.
The new airplanes will be
delivered between 2010 and
2014. In addition, the A380
will allow British Airways to
increase capacity on its flights
out of its primary hub at the
severely congested Heathrow
Airport.
British Airways
believes that with the introduction of the A380 and the
787, they will be able to
expand
their
overall
capacity
by
four
percent per year.

Lockheed
Martin: AFSS
performance is
improving
Right up front, we’ll say
we’ve heard the same complaints about Lockheed
Martin’s handling of the
Flight Service Station contract as everyone else: Long
wait times, dropped calls, lost
flight plans and briefers lacking local knowledge of the
areas they cover. Lockheed
Martin’s Dan Courain, the
company’s VP of aviation services, says he has gotten a
similar earful and at AOPA
Expo on Thursday, Courain
told AVweb that LockMart
is doing something about.
Specifically, it has rewired the
call waiting system to delay
bumping of calls from their
origination area to other parts
of the system, where briefers may be umfamiliar with
local landmarks, airspace and
conditions.
Further, says Courain, briefers are being given more generalized training on airspace
issues such as TFRs and the
Washington ADIZ, into which
many pilots they brief may
fly. What about call delays?
Courain acknowledges that
the company had early problems with delays but has now
reduced average answer times
to under two minutes.

FAA to pilots:
be ready for
ADS-B by 2020
The FAA said on Tuesday it
wants all aircraft flying in controlled airspace to have satel-

Advertisement

lite-based avionics by 2020,
so air traffic controllers can
track them using Automatic
Dependent
Surveillance
Broadcast (ADS-B). The agency issued a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (PDF) that says
the equipment will allow controllers to handle more traffic
more safely with less separation. “Aviation must take the
big step into the next generation of technology,” said
Acting FAA Administrator
Bobby Sturgell. “It’s safer and
more accurate. Satellite technology is here to stay.” Pilots
with ADS-B cockpit displays
can see, in real time, their
location in relation to other
aircraft, bad weather and terrain. In Southwest Alaska, the
fatal accident rate for ADS-Bequipped aircraft has dropped
by 47 percent, the FAA said.
Aircraft that don’t fly in controlled airspace will not be
required to have ADS-B avionics, the FAA said.
Under a contract awarded to
ITT Corp. last month, ground
stations for the new system
will be brought on line across
the country, starting in the
East Coast, portions of the
Midwest, Alaska and the Gulf
of Mexico. Nationwide coverage is expected by 2013.
The proposed rule is open to
public comment for 90 days,
and is scheduled to become
final by late 2009. The FAA
demonstrated the ADS-B system at EAA AirVenture in
Oshkosh this summer, click
here for the AVweb report
and exclusive AVweb video.

Virgin takes on
the charter biz

Is there anyone on the planet
who hasn’t heard of the Virgin
brand? Virgin Atlantic, Virgin
Records, Virgin Holidays and
even space tourism through
Virgin Galactic. Now comes
yet another Virgin spin off, an
air charter company that will
trade on the same basic brand.
The company is still in the
Beta stage, having launched
the service in June, but it was
being promoted at last week’s
NBAA show in Atlanta.
AVweb readers can get a
sneak peek and an invitation to
join at www.virgin.com. The
concept couldn’t be simpler:
Virgin will use a slick webbased matching system to connect potential customers with
charter operators, some 100
of which Virgin has recruited
so far. The would-be charter
buyer logs onto the web site,
specifies the trip departure,
destination and schedule and
within minutes—or certainly
an hour or two—back comes
several quotes from companies bidding on the trip. The
customer seals the entire deal
right on the web site, including payment, and Virgin takes
a single-digit cut to make the
effort worth its while.
Virgin says charter customers get competitive quotes—
think Progressive Insurance
for the jet set—and charter
operators don’t have to chase
deadbeat customers to get paid.
The real pot sweetener for the
industry, however, may be
Virgin’s notion
that it will be
able to market
empty legs, a
fuel-wasting
drag on charter profits.

Space Technology
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50 years ago, the little metal sphere that could
Andrew Zaback
Staff Reporter

Fifty years ago, on Oct. 4, a hurriedly-put-together satellite was launched from the Soviet Republic of Kazakhstan.
Its name was PS-1 or “Prosteishiy Sputnik”, Russian for
“Simplest Satellite.”
Even though the satellite was simply an aluminum ball with
four antennae, it blasted the world into space for the first
time. The results were global, as many other nations, mainly
the United States, scrambled to catch up in space technology.
The space race had begun.
The original plans for the rocket used to send Sputnik into
space were for a nuclear warhead aimed at the United States.
However, the warhead program was delayed by external factors, and its delivery system was put to other uses. It was
called the R-7 ballistic missile. It had more than enough thrust
and was “much more powerful than anything the Americans
had,” Georgy Grechko, a cosmonaut and rocket engineer, told
Scientific American. Although designed for a warhead, it

was
ideal
for
launching
Earth’s first artificial satellite.
This launch was considered a huge
victory by the Soviet Union during
the Cold War. They had successfully
launched a marvel into space and history. One month later, on Nov. 3, 1957,
Sputnik 2 was sent into space. A little
more complex than its predecessor,
Sputnik 2 made important scientific discoveries to create the ideals for future
space missions. Inside its small cargo
bay was a dog named Laika. Laika
was launched with the satellite into
space and lived for a week inside the
pressurized hold until she died of heat exhaustion.
This proved that life could be sustained in space and
set the way for manned space flight.
Twelve years later, the United States would make
it to the moon using methods similar to those created

by the Soviets. All of this information was kept
classified until now, keeping the true creators of the
satellite from receiving the accolades they deserved.
In today’s modern Russia, Boris Chertok, a founder
of the Soviet Space Program, is relieved to finally be
able to tell the stories kept in the dark for so many
years.
Fifty years ago, the existence of him and fellow
chief scientists, let alone their names, were not to be
talked about for fear of punishment by the Kremlin
in Moscow. The chief designer of Sputnik and the
R-7, Sergei Korolyov, was not recognized until his
death in 1966.
Today, space flight seems all too common. The
exploration of space is now a global undertaking, with many nations contributing to the cause.
Three nations send people into space, and many more now send
rockets and spacecraft to explore the final frontier. It is hard to
believe that none of this would have been possible without the start
of the Space Age by the Soviet Union in 1957.

PHOTOS COURTESY NASA

Atlas 5 leads busy month at Cape
Atlas 5 to launch WGS F1 Tuesday evening
As of presstime Sunday, an Atlas 5 rocket remained set to lift off on Tuesday evening, Oct. 9, to
deploy a new communications satellite for the U.S. Air Force. The 20-story vehicle, flying in the 421
configuration with two solid rocket boosters and the smaller four-meter payload fairing, will deploy
WGS-F1, the first in a new fleet of five satellites known as Wideband Global SATCOM to provide
wideband coverage for U.S. armed forces around the world.
Liftoff is scheduled at the opening of a launch window that lasts from 8:22 p.m. to 9:33 p.m. EDT.
The official Air Force launch weather forecast was calling for favorable conditions for Tuesday evening with partly cloudy skies and just a 30% chance of an offshore shower nearing land.
Viewing of nighttime Atlas 5 launches, in particular, means the closest public viewing site is also
the furthest for any launch at 11.7 miles. However, night launches are always a spectacular show,
and it should not disappoint any spectators. The sound will likely not be very loud from this distance, with weather conditions, namely wind, being a factor in that.
Directions: Allow 70 minutes driving time. To view the launch from this closest spot, Port
Canaveral, take I-95 south to Exit 205 (The Beachline, Rt. 528) EAST towards “Canaveral: CapePort-AFS.” After about 15 miles you will see signs for two exits; the first is a big blue sign marked
Terminal exit A, and the second is a giant green sign marked Terminal B. Take the first exit, Exit A,
for North Terminals. As you exit, the road will loop around and go over a drawbridge. About a quarter-mile past the drawbridge, the road will both go under an overpass and curve sharply to the right
at the same time. Pull off along this curve, on the left (water) side of the road in the grass.
If all goes as planned, there will be four launches over the next month from Cape Canaveral,
a rate not seen in years. Next Wednesday morning, a Delta 2 rocket will deploy the latest Global
Positioning System satellite for the Air Force. Directions to view this launch from the pier in Jetty
Park will appear here next week. The Delta 2 will be followed by shuttle Discovery on STS-120,
scheduled for the morning of October 23. Lastly, the much anticipated second flight of the mammoth, 24-story Delta 4-Heavy rocket is slated for the evening of Nov. 2. The first flight of the
vehicle in 2004 fell well-short of its intended orbit, but the main payload was only a dummy. This
time, the rocket will be carrying a real satellite, the last Defense Support Program missile-warning
satellite, known as DSP-23. Much is riding on the flight, with an expensive spy satellite slated to fly
on the same rocket in the next Delta 4 launch after this one.
Oct. 9
Atlas 5
WGS military comsat
Launch window:
8:22 p.m. - 9:33 p.m. EDT

Oct. 17
Delta 2
Next GPS satellite
Launch window:
8:23 - 8:38 a.m. EDT

Oct. 23
Space Shuttle Discovery
STS-120 / ISS flight
U.S. Node 2 module
Launch time: 11:38:14 a.m.
+/- 5 min. window

Nov. 2
Delta 4-Heavy
First operational flight
Last DSP satellite
Launch window:
10:10 p.m. - 12:07 a.m. EDT

Dec. 6
Space Shuttle Atlantis
STS-122 / ISS flight
U.S. Node 2 “Harmony”
module
Launch time: ~4:30 p.m EST
+/- 5 min. window

NET early December
Atlas 5
Classified NRO sat.
Launch time: TBA
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Chandra peers into Orion Nebula

Exp. 16 ready to
take up residence

IMAGES COURTESY NASA

THE EXPEDITION 16 CREW consists of astronaut and commander Peggy Whitson, right,
making her second long duration flight on the international space station, and Russian cosmonaut Yuri Malenchenko, center. At left is first-Malaysian-in-space Sheikh Muszaphar Shukor,
who will spend 10 days aboard the ISS before returning with Expedition 15 Oct. 20.
Ben Cooper

Space Tech. Editor
The 16th resident crew of
the international space station
is ready to begin their sixmonth stint aboard the orbiting outpost. The Soyuz rocket
with Expedition 16 is due to
lift off Wednesday from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome in central Kazakhstan and begin a
two-day trip to their new home
in space.
Onboard will be the station’s
first female commander, Peggy
Whitson, who is making her
second long-duration stay on
the ISS. Whitson spent 185
days onboard from June 5 to
Dec. 7, 2002.
Along with Whitson will
be Russian cosmonaut Yuri

Malenchenko, making his fourth
trip and third long duration flight,
having lived on both Mir and
the ISS. They will join Clay

Anderson, who has been onboard
since June and who will soon be
replaced by another crewmember, Dan Tani, when he launches

on STS-120 at the end of the
month.
Also along for the ride will
be the first Malaysian in space,
Sheikh Muszaphar Shukor, who
will spend 10 days in space and
return with Exp. 15 crewmembers Fyodor Yurchikan and Oleg
Kotov when they return to Earth
October 20.
During their six-month stay,
Exp. 16 will oversee the addition
of the first pressurized modules to
the station since 2001. STS-120
will add the U.S. Node 2 connector module this month, while two
more shuttle missions will bring
Europe’s Columbus and Japan’s
Kibo modules in December and
February, respectively.
Launch of the Soyuz on
Wednesday is slated for 9:21 a.m.
EDT and can be seen live on
NASA Television.

Opportunity descends
into Victoria crater
Ashley Roper

Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

THE CHANDRA X-RAY OBSERVATORY has taken a new look into the Orion
Nebula, 1,500 light-years from Earth. The image, a composite with that of one from
the Hubble Space Telescope, shows young, newly-formed stars (blue).

The last four years have
been very eventful for the Mars
Rovers Opportunity and Spirit.
The rovers landed on Mars in
January 2004 with an expected
lifetime of 90 days. They have
long exceeded this expectation
and are still continuing to transmit data back to Earth.
Opportunity has recently been
carrying out its Mars exploration in a big way. The rover has
reached its destination inside of
Victoria Crater on Mars.
Opportunity began its 40 foot
descent into the half-mile wide
crater about a month ago at the
painfully slow speed of a third
of an inch per second. The robot
was heading for a shiny strip of
bedrock that makes a ring around
the Victoria Crater. NASA scientists theorized that this rock had

been in Martian soil before the
crater was created, giving them a
look at Mars’ ancient past.
By studying this layer of
rock in particular, the rover
could uncover secrets about the
Martian terrain that would otherwise remain undiscovered. The
rover finally reached this mysterious piece of rock last Thursday,
and will begin taking samples as
soon as possible.
Unfortunately for Opportunity,
the position of the bedrock forces her to be on a 25 degree tilt.
NASA tested the rover for these
conditions on Earth, but this is
the steepest incline Opportunity
has had to face so far on its host
planet.
Because of this, the rover will
remain on the incline for a few
days before taking samples of
the bedrock. Opportunity will
stretch its legs, so to speak, on
this incline by opening the robotic arm and retracting it. This

method should reduce the risk
of slippage during actual experiments and hopefully eliminate
the danger of Opportunity sliding to the bottom of Victoria
Crater.
Besides Opportunity’s inconvenient position in the crater,
there is one more problem
plaguing the rover; Opportunity
is unable to analyze the mineral
composites of samples.
Opportunity has many different sensors such as the Miniature
Thermal Emission Spectrometer.
The small mirror in this was
thought to be the original problem. This has been recently ruled
out, however, and NASA is now
blaming the dust storms on the
surface of the Red Planet for the
rover’s problems.
Once a solution is found for
the suspected problem of the
Martian dust, Opportunity will
continue its tests inside Victoria
Crater.
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Halloween Horror Nights brings back classics
Halloween Horror Nights

Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

Universal Studios is putting
on its annual Halloween Horror
Nights (HHN), transforming
the park into a series of freaks
and frights and presenting a
good night’s worth of fun.
Jack, the Clown Prince of
Halloween, is now the ringleader of the whole event. Nearly
every part of the park has
something to do with him, from

the roving gangs of demented
clowns on motorcycles driving
around the park to the carnival
games and treats around the
park. There are major elements
of the feel of a carnival, like the
Ferris wheel brought into the
park specifically for this occasion, and there are more subtle
changes, like strange music and
smells that seem to come out of
nowhere.
The biggest attractions are
always the haunted houses.
This year’s event includes eight
houses, a new record for HHN,
and includes a wide selection of
situations for everyone. They
range in openness, lighting and
the number of “scareactors”
involved (people dressed up
and acting in the houses, add-

ing a very real and dynamic
element to the houses), so there
will be something for everyone.
There are classic haunted houses
built around “Texas Chainsaw
Massacre,” “Nightmare on Elm
Street,” and “Friday the 13th,”
and more generic ones, including a Vampire rave club and
Jack’s Funhouse.
By far, the most effective
one was “The Thing.” Michael
Roddy, the event director and
Manager of Show Development,
called it his personal favorite from a design standpoint.
Universal was even able to get
original staff members from the
movie to help with the design
and molding of the animatronics, and it came out fantastically well. The effects were

impressive, and the scareactors
did a fantastic job of making
you believe you were there.
If you only go to one haunted
house, go to this one.
If the houses aren’t your
thing, though, there are also
four large-production shows
throughout the park. Jack’s
Carnival of Carnage is essentially an overworked magic
show that doesn’t scare as
much as gross out (and even
that isn’t effective), but Bill
and Ted’s Excellent Halloween
Adventure is a nice break from
the rest of the event. The
duo are taken on a fast-moving
review of celebrity failures and
successes of the past year, with
a crude sense of humor and
predictable but well-delivered

jabs. It’s worth seeing, but the
auditorium fills up fast, so get
in line early.
Reactions from the crowd on
opening weekend were mixed;
some thought the houses were
of better quality than previous
years, while others thought it
was overdone and excessive.
However, the lines were long,
and toward the end of the night
a wait of 75 minutes was about
average, so an express pass
might be worth the extra money
if you absolutely need to go in
all eight houses instead of just
three or four.
Overall, I thought it was not
all it could have been. The
whole park is restricted to
a PG-13 rating, and while I
wouldn’t bring a kid there, it

doesn’t stack up against what
a thrill-seeking college student
really needs. It’s not all bad,
and you can have lots of fun
without too much trouble, but
you do feel like something’s
missing.
One word of advice that
may be welcome to some and
offensive to others; alcohol in
quantity is extremely available.
Beer is on tap, “hypodermic
needles” of vodka jello shots are
available nearly everywhere,
and you will have to deal with
somewhat intoxicated people
in the park. For the most
part they are few and far
between, but be ready to adjust
your plans to get away from
the drunk couple ahead of you
in line.

One man and one guitar
produce excellent sound

JOHN W. SMITH III/AVION

Dashboard Confessional

John W. Smith III

Entertainment Editor

ANDREW ZABACK/AVION

When in Rome: Cleveland
Sarah Printy

Staff Reporter
So, I know what you all are
thinking, “Who in their right
mind would want to go to
Cleveland?”
Well, let me tell you, there is
plenty more to Cleveland, than
meets the eye.
Should you happen to find
yourself traveling to Cleveland
at some point in time, let me
try to take you to a few places
off the beaten path. Of course,
the big things in Cleveland to
see are the Rock n’ Roll Hall of
Fame, the Science Center, and
of course any of our fantastic
Cleveland sports teams (Yes,
the Browns included!). But has
anyone told you about the stuff
off the beaten path?
One of the many attractions to
Cleveland is its cultural aspects,
including its music scene and
art. One of the best places to
go to get off the beaten path
and look for the local music
scene is Conventry in Cleveland
Heights. There you will find
several record stores housing
music from its local artists,
including several smaller venues (such as the Grog Shop) that
feature a different local band
nightly. There are some pretty

cool places out in Coventry,
including several small boutique
stores like Big Fun (an antique
toy store) and also a restaurant
called Tommy’s featuring all
healthy, vegan, meals.
Not looking for super healthy?
There is this little place called
Little Italy that might satisfy
your hunger. All restaurants in
this part of town are privately
owned, serving Italian style
food including the restaurant
where Chef Boyardee began
cooking his famous spaghetti
sauce during the Depression.
Why not catch a show?
Cleveland
has
a
very
extensive theatre district,
includes; the State, the Ohio,
the Hanna and the newly renovated Palace theaters. You
can find just about any show
from the Broadway Series
here, including “High School
Musical”, “Movin’ Out” and
“Dirty Rotten Scoundrels”.
So when you are lookin’ to go
out at night, the place to be is
the Warehouse District and the
Flats, with its extensive clubs
and bars. Some of the hot clubs
that way include Traffic, Cloud
9, and Spy Bar.
Headed there soon? Visit
www.cleveland.com for more
info on what to do while you
are there.

Much like central Florida,
the Orlando House of Blues
on Friday, Oct. 5 was anything
but dry as Chris Carrabbba of
Dashboard Confessional (DC)
and guests John Ralston and
Augustana played their hearts
out. If there were anyway to
categorize this show it would
be an incredible showmanship
of musical talent and a fan’s
ability to sing every song.
The crowd was similar to
DC’s music, a mix of new
and old. Considering DC and
John Ralston are from Florida,
there was a very homey feel
to the set that made the chords
and lyrics a lot more intimate. Friday night was also
the first night for Augustana
on the tour, which made for a
fresh sound from the southern

California quintet.
Opening the night was the
clever alternative stylings of
John Ralston. Playing hits off
their new album Sorry Vampire
their half hour set wasn’t overlooked by fans; singing along
were many Ralston natives,
including newly established
fans from that night. With
songs like “Ghetto Tested” and
“Gone Gone Gone” it is not
hard to see why DC picked
this band as a supporting act.
Second on stage was
Augustana, a soulful alternative five piece from San
Diego that has been featured
on MTV’s new artists and hit
reality TV show “The Hills.”
Bringing two guitars, drums,
bass, organ, and keyboards,
Augustana without a doubt
impressed. Playing their hit
single “Boston” and combining mild guitars with mandolin
riffs, the band set the mood
and tone for Dashboard.
After taking a little under
30 minutes to prepare the set,
Dashboard’s Carrabba took the
stage and for the first time
in five years continued his
solo acoustic set. Carrabba’s

voice isn’t only impeccable
but is going to be recognizable for years to come. His
musical talent is comparable
to John Mayer when it comes
to writing songs and similar
to Dave Matthews when performing live. Performing hits
like “Screaming Infidelities,”
“Thick as Thieves,” and
“Vindicated” Carrabba filled
the air with incredible riffs
and vocals that could impress
the deaf. Bringing only three
guitars (two acoustic and one
electric), you have to often
wonder if every Dashboard
song will sound the same, but
any fan of acoustic music and
lyrics that everyone can relate
to will tell you it’s impossible
to relate one Dashboard song
to another. Filling space with
clever one-liners and falsetto
pitches Carrabba proved himself to be one of the great performers of today.
If you missed these two
shows, you missed out
because this experience
is only once in a lifetime.
It is incredible what one man
can do with his voice and a
guitar.

‘Heartbreak Kid’ is annoying and shallow

The Heartbreak Kid

Cassie Jameson
Staff Reporter

Eddie Cantrow (Ben Stiller)
is a San Francisco sports
store owner who is constantly
pressured by his father and
close friends to settle down.
Naturally with Ben Stiller
comes comedy, and hysterical facial expressions; Stiller
highlights the character of
Eddie with a sarcastic and
over-dramatic tone.
Now

at the not so young age of
40, Eddie starts a sequence
of events, which later defines
him as a person, by attending
Jodi’s (his ex-fiancé) wedding.
Sequestered at the “singles”
table, Eddie combats obnoxious teenagers, and listens to
the wedding toasts. Realizing
his reasons for letting Jodi go
were incredibly stupid, Eddie
decides he’s been much too
picky with women.
This epiphany leads Eddie
to search for his soul mate.
Coincidentally he runs into
Lila (Malin Akerman,) a beautiful, seemingly down to earth
gal, via mugging. Hopelessly
searching to settle down, Eddie
pops the question after just six
weeks of dating. Almost immediately Lila and Eddie are married, and so begins the unfolding of the two most unpleasant
characters possible. Marriage
does not change Eddie’s shallow, desperate control issues,
it only worsens them. As for
Lila, Eddie needed more than
just a few months to get to
know her.
Once on honeymoon, Lila is
unbearable to Eddie. What’s
worse is, Lila is so unbearable
to the audience that one cringes when she enters the scene.
The previously cool, collected,
sexy Lila has suddenly trans-

formed into an overzealous,
crude-talking, nymphomaniacal freak. The audience
is unable to show much sympathy for the newly deranged
Lila and Eddie sure doesn’t
help the situation. Eddie’s
issues intensify the disdain for
both characters as he clearly
overreacts to Lila’s strange but
certainly bearable personality.
So as we witness the marriage of two unpleasant people,
Miranda (Michelle Monaghan)

“

If you fully support shallow, indecisive, horny, middle-aged men ...
-CASSIE JAMESON

”

is thrown into the mix. Still on
honeymoon in Cabo with his
new bride Lila, Eddie spends
some time away and ends up
meeting Miranda, a gorgeous,
down-to-earth, lacrosse coach
from Oxford, MS. Intrigued
by the funny vacationer, Eddie
does not inform her of his marriage, or his honeymoon. It
quickly turns into the predict-

able outline of a man realizing
he’s in the wrong marriage,
falls for another woman, all
while on his honeymoon.
For days, Eddie juggles both
women, more so neglecting
the badly sunburned wife. The
selfish, superficial, lowlife that
he is, Eddie begins somewhat
of a relationship with Miranda.
All the while he covers his
time spent away with some
business activities with a
sportswear company; his justas-obnoxious-and-stupid wife
buys every word of it. Finally,
once he’s caught between a
rock and a hard place, Eddie
ends it with Lila on a not
so easy note; she burns all
his belongings, wallet, and
passport papers. Miranda too
is dismayed, as she cannot
believe the man she’s been
falling for is married.
If you fully support shallow, indecisive, horny, middle-aged men, or just want
to be thoroughly annoyed,
The Heartbreak Kid is the
movie to see. Meant to be
a comedy, the tone is so
unbalanced that you don’t know
whether to laugh or scowl at
half the movie. If you happen
to be a fan of Ben Stiller, only
go if you’re devout; otherwise,
it’s an aggravating waste of
time.
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SUDOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Shamrocks & Shenanigans
ACROSS
1
4
7
9
11
12
14
15
17
19
21
22

Foreign Agricultural Service (abbr.)
British drink
Vamoose
Slow in coming, going and doing
Large shrimp
Gets up
Controversial garment material
Wrenches
Blow one’s mind
Born ___
Talky
Cheshire cat’s feature

23
25
26
27
29
31
32
33
36
39
40
42
44
45
47
48
49
51
52
54
56
57
58
59

James Bond
“To the right!”
Heartbeat
Lure
Wood adornment
Sen.’s colleague
Air blower
Angel or cupid, chubby rosy-faced
Riding in a plane
Geometer’s finds
Perfect tennis serve
Eavesdrop
Overpower
Piece of grass
Decorative needle case
Reverend (abbr.)
E European country
Artist’s creation
Testify under oath
Tape’s predecessor
Iota
Orderly arrangement
Danish krone (abbr.)
Thus far

DOWN

30
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
43
45
46
49
50
53
55

Football assoc.
Dogma
Breathes heavily
Made a wad
Soft felt hat
__ public
Squash-like plant
Abridged (abbr.)
Villain
Poe’s pendulum partner
Blunder worth laughing about
___ now and then
Mindy’s partner
Land unit
Doctoral degree
Cereal

1 Farm credit administration (abbr.)
2 Torso extensions
3 Sentimental
4 Brownish-orange color
5 Time periods
6 Raiders of the Lost __ ( Harrison Ford
movie)
7 Computer display area
8 Illusion
9 Taiwan’s capital
10 Every 52 weeks
11 Sudden increase of electric current or
voltage
13 ___ Alps
14 Future Farmers of America (abr.)
16 Fictional planet dweller
18 2 o’clock on a compass
20 Ask for, urgently
Submit your completed crossword
22 Links with cytosine
to our office in SC 110. All correct
24 Balconies
26 What a child does
entries will be entered to win a $10
28 Central processing unit
Barnes & Noble gift card. Entries are
(abbr.)

due Friday by 5 p.m. Winner will be
announced in the next issue.
Good luck!

Last Issue

Stars and planets, oh my!
WINNER: George Geiges
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HOUSING /
Roommates

Riverfront Condo Beachside
Fish every day outside this 2
bedroom, 2 bath fully furnished
including kitchen. New carpet, tiled living areas. Walk to
beach. Near Main St. Bridge.
Short/longterm lease available. $990/month. $500/security. Includes water and pest
service. Call 386-852-3712.

Diect OceanFront - $750mo.!
12 min. from ERAU campus. Quiet, Daytona Beach
Shores is where it’s at!
Completely & nicely furnished;
all utilities & extras included in one price. Lease of 6
months earns you annual rate.
Studio is ideal for one or two.
$750plus
$500refundable
sec.
fee
is TOTAL move in fee!
No hidden charges or deposits. For details, pics:
sueyoko32@yahoo.com
(386)252-9034 (386)212-6342

2 rooms avail, $550 / month
Two rooms available for rent
in brand new Port Orange
Townhome off Williamson
(15 mins from ERAU). $550/
month ALL INCLUDED. Cable, Internet, Washer, Dryer.
Call
Barbara
/
Uyi:
386.383.6306 / 386.235.3524,
idahosau@erau.edu
Rooms available in August.

2 Bedroom 1 Bath Apartment
Wood forestApartment complex.
Less than 2 mi from ERAU
Rent is only $818 per month
Contact
Info:
Mohannad @ (386) 506-7883
Contract ends February 2008
With possibility to extend it.

HOUSING /
Roommates
looking for two roomates
Nice house in a quiet neighborhood located in port orange.
New carpet and paint two rooms
with one full bath. Washer/
dryer and full kitchen and living room, florida room, garage
space included for one. $500/
month included utilities contact me at 203-628-8399 thanks

House for Rent
Furnished 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with 2 car garage. Immediate occupancy;
$550pp plus security deposit.
Call: Judie Udey @ Country
Club Properties-386-756-6105

Beautiful house fot rent
Beautiful house in Ormond
Beach. Spring Meadow subdivision, 3200sqft of marble floor,
4 bedroom, 3 full bath, dining
room, living room, t.v. room
kitchen nook, laundry room,
Beautiful pool, 2 car garage,it’s
a must see, 15 min from embry riddle. The best location.
Call,
Sean
386-295-5686,
available now. $2500/month

Beachside remodelled apt.
Completely renovated 1 bedroom apartment with large walk
in closets, tiled floors, new
kitchen, outside porch patio,
small fenced in private yard,
private parking. Great location, just 5 minutes from Embry
Riddle. Call (386) 405-2540.

South Daytona Beach Riverfront
1 BR/BA, New washer/dryer,
carpet, paint, tile, black appliances,
maple
cabinets.
Fitness
center,Pool,gated,
24
hour
security,
Immaculate
condition
$750. John 407-761-0109

Classifieds
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HOUSING /
Roommates

Student Roommate Wannted
New House to share with 2 students. 2400 sq ft, 2 furnished
bedrooms to share bath. 550/
month each room includes all.
Off street parking, cable, utilities, internet access, washer,
dryer use of furnished commmon areas, patio, and yard.
Serious students and non smokers only. Sandra 386-453-8500

Female, nonsmoker
to share beachside home in
daytona beach. Close to campus, walking distance to beach.
Completely furnished. $450.00/
month plus utilities. If interested, call Sheryl 407-399-5607.

Looking for new roommate
I have a cool house in daytona 2
br 1 bath, hot tub, w/d ,room is
furnished cable and net in cluded, very clean and privite, 475.00
per month for everything, very
secure parking for bikes as well
as cars, 10 mins to Riddle, let me
know thanks Dan 386-316-6155

Roommate needed
Looking for a quiet professional to share beautiful 3300
sq. ft. home in Ormond Beach.
Serious inquiries only. Please
contact Deanna at
386-299-7535.

1/1 house 2 blocks from beach
Remodeled one Bedroom,
one Bath house just 2 blocks
from beach and 15 minutes to
campus. Central heat/air, cute
kitchen w/ bar. Quiet neighborhood. $575/mo includes water/
trash/pest. Security, deposit,
small
pets
considered.
(386) 212-1578

Daytona Beach house for rent
Daytona house 2BDR/1BATH
fully furnished all utilities incl
uded(water,electric,phone(with
long distance),cable & wireless
internet).Large front and rear
yard to included fencing.Willing to rent house as a whole for
$1800 monthly or two pre approved students $900 per.First
& security. Pets welcomed.
Located 4 miles form campus.
We are looking for a fun, honest & clean person. Please call
386-257-9900 for more details.

Home on the river
Large beachside home on the
Halifax River. Wireless internet, pool, fully furnished,
full priviledges, one price
pays all, close to ERAU.
Call 386-252-6662

Room Available
Room available for a 2 bedroom
apartment at end of September.
Rent is $300 per month plus
split electricity and internet.
Located at Hidden Oaks apartments in South Daytona. Only
15 minutes away from campus.
Call Ryan at (828) 380-0949.

Roommate needed ASAP
Roomate needed ASAP, 5-7 minutes away from campus, prviate
room and bathroom, big kitchen,
washer and dryer in apartment,
$425 plus half of electric, cable
and water included. NO DEPOSIT AND NO RENT FOR
SEPTEMBER! Please call Jolly
Kapoor at 386-341-9149 ASAP

Barrington Apts ~ $335
month
Room for rent. After electricity and internet, the rent is
usually around $330 a month.
Great roommates, great apartment. Excellent for students
looking for a quiet atmosphere.
5 - 10 minutes from ERAU.
Contact me at:
thompe28@erau.edu
or (401) 617 1074
employment
Part time Youth Minister
First Baptist Church of
South Daytona is receiving resumes for a Part-time
Minister of Youth. (Average church attendance is 225)
Please send resume to:
First
Baptist
Church
South
Daytona
Attn:
Youth
Minister
Search
Committee
2197
Kenilworth
Avenue
South Daytona, FL 32119
OR
e-mail
to
:
f b c s d p a s t o r @ c f l . r r. c o m
Miscellaneous

Townhouse for Rent
Port
Orange
2BR,
1
1/2
bath
end
unit
2 story, new wash/dryer, new refrig., pool. $750 per month with
year lease. Utilities not included.
First, last month and security. Call for information (386)
212-7282 or (386) 212-5406

Advertisement

Looking for child care?
ERAU student and Mother
of two boys available for inhome daycare in Port Orange
beginning September 3rd. I
am reliable and trustworthy. I
do not smoke or have pets. If
you would like to speak with
me you can call 386-341-9000
(ask for Kim) or e-mail me
@ Kimbayliss@hotmail.com

Miscellaneous

2/1 house for rent
Cute Beachside cottage on quiet street in Daytona. Washer/
dryer, patio, carport, florida
room. $900/mo. plus util. 331
Flushing Ave. 386-689-4267
Automotive

2004 Kia Amonte
For Sale 2004 Kia Amanti fully
loaded with only 23,500 miles
and 60,000 mile warranty.
Color gold with black leather
and wood grain interior, sunroof/moonroof, fully loaded,
4” monitor trip monitor, both
front seats powered with 2 position memory, stereo cassette
radio, 6 CD changer, custom
tinted glass, one driver always
garaged, all required services
performed by dealer, Price
$13,290, call 386-341-3663

Police Motorcycle
“1998” Poilce Kawasaki with
sidecar, painted. (Red, white,
and blue with Embry Riddle
Eagles and “Superman” Logo).
Save gas, one of a kind. Garage kept, like new. $6,500.
Call (386) 767-1687 or (386)
295-0771. Your gain! My loss!
Over 10k invested. I’m 80 years
old and selling all my toys.

2003 Mazda 6i Sedan
Sporty sedan with spacious interior and sleek exterior. NonSmoker, one owner, perfect
first car. Silver exterior with
Black Leather interior (maintenance records available).
72K miles. 2.3 liter Cylinder
Engine, 5 speed manual trans.
Brand New Front Brake Pads
and Rotors. Professional Tint,
CD Player, Driver Side Power
Seat, Power Windows, Sunroof,
AC, Heated Front Seats, (2)
front cup holders, Rear seat center armrest w/(2) cup holders.

